English
Curriculum
Roadmap
KS3
Note

Where stated, topics of study
take place at fixed times.
Otherwise, they are varied
according to the class teacher’s
professional judgement.
Our topics aim to deliver both
knowledge and enrichment,
whilst focusing on building our
students’ skills in reading and
writing. Each year focuses on
learning new skills and
practising, developing and
honing those of previous years.

Assessment

Each year, students complete 3
reading assessments, 3 writing
assessments and at least one
speaking and listening
assessment.
These are prepared for with
formative assessment that gives
students targets to work on to
allow them to reach their full
potential in their summative
assessment, which allows us to
map each student’s learning
journey and assess their
progress.

Speaking &
Listening:
Speeches &
Debates

Class
Novel

(Summer 2)

Students study a range of speeches
and rhetorical technique whilst
practising their own culminating in
their GCSE spoken language
assessment

Year
8

Students will study issues of race in
literature, beginning with extracts
from Punching the Air and moving
on to comparative study of Harper
Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird. The
students will consider canonical texts
and representation in literature.

Reading:
Moving
Images

Writing:
Autobiography

Students learn a range of
film making techniques, in
order to view writers as
‘directors’, helping students
to analyse structure and to
appreciate texts as conscious
constructs.

Students will look at a range of
autobiographical extracts. Focus
will be placed on how the writers
present their stories – the methods
they use (language, structure,
form).

Year
9

Class
Novel

Speaking &
Listening:
Poetry

Graphic
Novel

Reading:
Shakespeare

Writing:
Genre

A novel is chosen as a
class reader and
studied and analysed.
The students will build
upon, and practise,
previously learned
analytical skills

In addition to exploring a
wide range of global
poetry, students also
prepare and perform their
own poetry and appreciate
its spoken form.

Students study a range of
graphic novels on the
theme of migration
narratives, including The
Arrival by Shaun Tan,
focusing on the techniques
used to create meaning.

A full play is studied and
analysed. The students will
build upon, and practise,
previously learned analytical
skill as well as enjoying a
range of dramatic approaches.

Students will read a range of
texts in different genres and
learn to identify stylistic
features of these and
practise imitating these in
their own writing.

Shakespeare
(Summer
Term)

Students are introduced to the study
of Shakespeare through a range of
extracts from several plays
thematically (e.g. villains) and begin to
learn about stagecraft

Class
Novel

(Spring Term)
A novel is chosen as a class
reader and studied and
analysed. Students will
practise analytical skills and
learn how to write a formal
analytical response.

Change
(Autumn
Term)

An introductory unit to KS3
study, building on bridging
work from KS2. Students read
a range of texts and practise
the key skills of reading,
writing and oracy.

Year
7

